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No More Pain-in-the-neck Travels

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COMFORT™ WITH PIECEFUL PILLOW’S PATENT-pending travel pillow, featuring a 3-piece mini pillow design to provide travelers with maximum flexibility for head and neck support. Designed to solve a huge problem that plagues all traditional neck pillows – the substantial gap left between the pillow and your head – the pillow has soft and smooth fastening pads positioned optimally for the head and face, high quality memory foam construction, an ergonomic tightening strap and a simple one-handed release buckle. The design includes two detachable mini pillow pieces, each shaped with two contoured curvatures on either side to offer a high level of flexibility and customization. Both the main and mini pillows have machine-washable covers. MSRP: $24.99. For more information, visit piecefulpillow.com.

New Device Aids Sleep While Sitting

DEBUTING AT THE TRAVEL GOODS SHOW IS A DEVICE THAT SUPPORTS a traveler’s head and is so different from travel pillows and padded collars that the United States Patent and Trademark Office created a brand new product category for it. The patent-pending SleepStik has no foam padding; instead, a rigid support is used to provide a perfectly placed attach point for an elastic head loop. The design offers unparalleled support and comfort to travelers who must remain seated for extended periods of time. SleepStik centers and balances the user’s head, ensuring that a centered body position is maintained and eliminating the worry of encroaching into neighboring personal space after falling asleep. SleepStik can also be used for daily commutes on buses and trains and in passenger seats in cars. Sharp turns and sudden stops on the road are cushioned as the elastic head loop gently returns the user’s head to the normal position after the disturbance has passed. MSRP: $29.95. For more information, visit sleepstik.net.

Bug-Repellent Travel Wraps

PANG WANGLE DELIVERS AN ELEGANT SOLUTION TO BITING insects, like disease-spreading mosquitoes, with its 2020 line of travel wraps and scarves with built-in Insect Shield®. First developed for the U.S. military, the bug-repellent process binds a small amount of permethrin directly to clothing fibers and lasts for more than 70 washes. Odorless and EPA-approved for the entire family, the six-foot-long Essential Wrap with Insect Shield® is sustainably made of recycled cotton and TENCEL®—derived from renewable eucalyptus trees — a dreamy fabric that is highly absorbent and breathable, hypoallergenic and biodegradable. The Featherlight Infinity with Insect Shield® is a luxurious modal/silk blend scarf in a durable, stretchy and breathable fabric derived from renewable beech tree pulp. Pang Wangle’s bug-repellent Journey Scarf features a hidden pocket. MSRP: $58/Essential Wrap; $48/Featherlight Infinity; $34/Journey Scarf. For more information, visit pangwangle.com.

Patented Features Enhance Luggage

OLYMPIA USA’S CONFIDENT FORTE COLLECTION (21”, 25”, 29”), made of polypropylene and featuring a bold color palette of dark gray, dark navy, teal and burgundy, offers eight jumbo spinner wheels, aluminum locking handle system, expandability and a built-in TSA-accepted 3-dial lock. This collection’s strength lies in its patented features, including a utility hook for hanging small bags and, on the carry-on, a hidden compartment inside the case’s expandable area. An interior divider with zip mesh pocket creates two separate compartments softened with an elegantly imprinted and fully padded lining. A detachable, clear 3-1-1 vinyl wet zip pouch for toiletries adds convenience. MSRP: $760/set. For more information, visit olympiausa.com.
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Meeting the Maximum at the Minimum
CELEBRATING A PATENTED AND ORIGINAL DESIGN EXCLUSIVE to it luggage is the lightweight MaXpace Collection. Featuring maximum space designed well beyond that of the average packing area along with minimum weight for the best value, cases have a sturdy base and top platforms combined with fiberglass poles that are built to last. A recessed wheel design increases solidity and offers additional protection and a 10-year warranty assures quality in every case. MSRP: $200/carry-on; $200/medium; $240/large. For more information, visit itluggage.com.

Style and Slim Silhouette in a Backpack
MCKEIN’S 17” LOGAN LEATHER BACKPACK IS ALL BUSINESS and plenty of play in pebble grain leather with elegant contrasting leather accents. This two-tone dual-compartment laptop and tablet backpack provides safe storage for electronics and plenty of compartments for tucking away other necessities, including an easy-access front zip pocket, front flip pocket with accessory organizer and internal side mesh pocket with exterior access cord slot for carrying a smartphone charger. Other features: secured main compartment with anti-theft lockable metal zipper; padded air mesh back exterior; a back pocket/piggyback strap for attaching to a rolling case; and mesh padded leather straps for additional comfort and adjustability. Logan is available in black and brown (shown). The backpack is also offered in ballistic nylon. MSRP: $150. For more information, visit mckleinusa.com.

Sustainable Bags Protect Valuables and Planet
IN A BID TO HELP REDUCE THE 8 MILLION TONS OF PLASTIC dumped into oceans every year, Pacsafe has expanded its award-winning ECONYL® Collection to include versions of every bag in Pacsafe’s number one women’s series, the Citysafe CX Collection. In Spring, the bold ECONYL® Storm merges sustainability with fashion. Complementing the ECONYL® Collection, Pacsafe’s Metrosafe X Collection, available in three colors, turns discarded plastic bottles into anti-theft bags geared toward city exploration, further saving resources and reducing carbon emissions. The Vibe Collection, including hip packs designed for hands-free sightseeing and backpacks made to help protect tech, is also made from 100% recycled plastic bottles, for another sustainable choice that self-heals scuffs and scrape marks when blasted with a hairdryer. Additionally, with RFID-blocking pockets in every bag as well as secured zippers and cut-resistant materials and straps, travelers’ gear is protected. MSRP: $59.95-149.95. For more information, visit pacsafe.com.

Classic Multi Pocket Wallet Has Outside ID
ONE OF BIG SKINNY’S MOST POPULAR DESIGNS, THE BEST-SELLING Multi Pocket Bi-fold Wallet, now offers an exterior ID pocket, making it easier than ever to stash the important stuff into one sleek and uber practical wallet. Because the wallet is made of Big Skinny’s proprietary nylon microfiber, it is the thinnest wallet of its kind, as well as machine washable. The Multi Pocket will hold 20 to 25 plastic cards plus cash. Pockets are extra wide and have a non-slip coating inside for extra security. This bi-fold is also available in top grain leather. MSRP: $26.95/nylon; $28.95/leather. For more information, visit bigskinny.net.

An exterior ID pocket adds even more convenience to Big Skinny’s Multi Pocket Bi-fold Wallet.
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Eye-Catching Prints Pack a Punch
KENSIE’S DANIELLE ROLLING HARD-side Collection from Travelers Club® debuts in statement-making coral leopard, beige leopard and gray snake print. Made of ABS and polycarbonate, this stylish set offers a push-button telescopic trolley handle system for simple, one-handed use; a fully lined interior with an adjustable and compression strap, plus accessory pocket and separate divided section; and integrated top handle and side carry handles for easy lifting. Spinner wheels allow complete upright mobility for free-weight rolling. MSRP: $400/set. For more information, visit travelersclub.com.

One Lucky Winner – 7 Nights in London
GO TRAVEL/DESIGN GO WILL BE REWARDING ONE LUCKY WINNER WITH 7 NIGHTS IN London which will include two roundtrip airline tickets and hotel accommodations. Buyers, place your business cards into the bowl at the front of Booth #713 – the winner will be drawn at 12 noon on Thursday, March 5.

[Moving]

New Warehouse for LiteGear
LITEGEAR BAGS HAS MOVED ITS WAREhouse to a new location. The address is 22340 Van Buren Blvd., Riverside, CA 92518. Phone, email and website remain the same: 707-558-3990; info@lifegear design.com; lifegearbags.com.

SEEKING SALES/MARKETING MANAGER
M&A, Inc., subsidiary to Travelers Club®, is seeking a leader for our sales/marketing team to assist in broadening our brand and additionally launching a patented special project. As marketing is a vital role, being the ultimate support for our entire business, the candidate will provide creative ideas with strategic initiatives. Please send resumé to peter@travelersclub.com.

SEEKING MERCHANDISER/PURCHASING MANAGER/PRODUCT DESIGNER
M&A, Inc., subsidiary to Travelers Club®, is seeking an accomplished product developer to assist in broadening our new brand and additionally launching a patented special project. As product development is instrumental for our entire company, the candidate will provide original and inventive ideas with strategic initiatives. Please send your resumé to peter@travelersclub.com.

Sebens Consulting & Associates, your partners in success
• Strategic Planning
• Sourcing, Manufacturing and Import Management
• Product Development and Design
• QC/QA and Product Engineering
• Branding
• Sales and Marketing
• Distribution
• Retail Planning and Operations
• Merchandising

Supporting brands, entrepreneurs, manufacturers and retailers.

Contact:
David@DavidSebens.com
info@SebensConsulting.com
T: 732.369.6886 I M: 732.675.4917
SebensConsulting.com
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